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ABSTRACT
Charge: Crime of robbery

Legal Judgment Prediction is a fundamental task in legal intelligence of the civil law system, which aims to automatically predict
the judgment results of multiple subtasks, such as charge, law article, and term of penalty prediction. Existing studies mainly focus
on the impact of the entire fact description on all subtasks. They
ignore the practical judicial scenario, where judges adopt circumstances of crime (i.e., various parts of the fact) to decide judgment
results. To this end, in this paper, we propose a circumstance-aware
legal judgment prediction framework (i.e., NeurJudge) by exploring
circumstances of crime. Specifically, NeurJudge utilizes the results
of intermediate subtasks to separate the fact description into different circumstances and exploits them to make the predictions
of other subtasks. In addition, considering the popularity of confusing verdicts (i.e., charges and law articles), we further extend
NeurJudge to a more comprehensive framework which is denoted
by NeurJudge+. Particularly, NeurJudge+ utilizes a label embedding
method to incorporate the semantics of labels (i.e., charges and law
articles) into facts to generate more expressive fact representations
for confusing verdicts problems. Extensive experimental results
on two real-world datasets clearly validate the effectiveness of our
proposed frameworks.

Article 263: Whoever robs public or
private property by violence,
coercion or other methods shall be
sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment
of not less than three years but not
more than 10 years

Three years to ten years

Term of penalty: A fixed-term
imprisonment of five years

ADC

SSC

DSC

Fact Description:
After hearing, our court identified
that at 15:10 on March 2, 2017, the
defendant David seized the mobile
phones away when the employee
was not prepared in the name of
buying a mobile phone at the
mobile phones store. Soon after,
David was under arrest by
policemen. After identification, the
value of phones involved was
1,200 dollars. According to a
survey, David committed the crime
because he was broke and unable to
afford the treatment for his mother.

Charge: Crime of forcible seizure
ADC

SSC

DSC

Article 267: Whoever forcibly seizes
public or private money or property
in a relatively large amount or
repeatedly shall be sentenced to fixedterm imprisonment of not more than
three years.

Not more than three years

Term of penalty: A fixed-term
imprisonment of two years

Judge

Figure 1: An example of judgment process on charge, article, and term of penalty prediction. The right half illustrates a fine-grained judgment process. Human judges decide judgment results in sequence according to ADC, SSC,
and DSC, respectively. The left half shows a misjudgment
process. Since Article 263 and Article 267 are confusable, it
seems to misjudge the result of articles and lead to errors in
subsequent tasks easily.

1

INTRODUCTION

Based on the case descriptions, Legal Judgment Prediction (LJP)
aims to predict the judgment results in the civil law system 1 , including charges, law articles, and terms of penalty. It assists judiciary
workers (e.g., lawyers and judges) in improving the work efficiency
while ensuring the objectivity of judgment results. Besides, it also
gives legal assistance to people who lack legal expertise [31, 43].
In the literature, LJP has been formalized as three text classification subtasks (i.e., charges, articles, and terms of penalty prediction)
and massive efforts have been made in this area [16, 38, 43]. Among
them, most methods modeled the fact description into a unified vector to predict the results of three subtasks. However, these methods
still suffer from some limitations on judgment process modeling
and confusing verdicts distinction.
On the one hand, when modeling the judgment process, most of
the existing methods mined the impact of the entire fact description
on all subtasks [37, 38, 43]. However, these methods ignore the practical judgment process of the civil law system, where human judges
decide the verdicts and sentencing according to circumstances of
crime [42]. Different circumstances are often located in different
parts of the fact description. There exists a strict topological order
in the judgment process, which follows the three fine-grained steps
based on circumstances of crime. Specifically, as shown in the right
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1 The

civil law system is a legal system and adopted in numerous countries (e.g.,
China, Germany, and France). The details of the civil law system could be found in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_law_(legal_system).
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DSC

Sentencing

Abbreviation

Definition

ADjudging Circumstance

ADC

A part of fact description which is in line with the definition of charge
and decides the corresponding verdicts.

SEntencing Circumstance

SEC

A part of fact description which determines the terms of penalty
under the premise that a certain act has constituted a crime.

Statutory Sentencing Circumstance

SSC

The relevant circumstances expressly provided for in the Criminal Law,
which must be taken into account in sentencing.

Discretionary Sentencing Circumstance

DSC

Circumstances that need to be considered when sentencing
according to the legislative spirit and trial practical experience.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Relationships between Circumstances of Crime and judgment results. (b) Details about Circumstances of Crime.
half of Figure 1, human judges first decide that the defendant committed forcible seizure and apply law article 267 according to the
part of fact description that “David seized the mobile phones away
when the employee was not prepared”. Such part of the fact is also
referred to as ADjudging Circumstance (ADC) which decides the
corresponding verdicts (i.e., charges and law articles). Then, under
the premise that the act has constituted a crime, judges determine
the term of penalty according to SEntencing Circumstance (SEC)
which consists of Statutory Sentencing Circumstance (SSC) and
Discretionary Sentencing Circumstance (DSC). Specifically, based
on the fact “the value of phones involved was 1,200 dollars” which
is consistent with the law article 267 and referred to as SSC, the
judges decide the defendant shall be sentenced to not more than
three years in prison. Finally, considering the fact “he was broke and
unable to afford the treatment for his mother.” which refers to as DSC,
the judges make the decision at their discretion (i.e., the defendant
shall be sentenced to two years). More relationships and details
about circumstances of crime are described in Figure 2. In summary,
we could infer that the judgment process based on circumstances
of crime is complex. Therefore, it is significant to design a strategy
that could simulate this process and precisely represent the fact
description corresponding to various circumstances.
On the other hand, there exist several confusing charges and law
articles that might affect the overall performance of LJP. Specifically,
due to the high similarity of charges or law articles descriptions,
their corresponding verdicts could be easily misjudged, and further
lead to the wrong term of penalty owing to the topological order
in judgment. For example, in the left of Figure 1, the confusing
Articles 267 and 263 both describe offenses of violating property.
The only difference is that the Article 263 also describes violent
behaviors while the Article 267 not. Therefore, it is easy to misjudge
the verdict as Article 263 and significantly harm the subsequent
tasks. Similarly, the problem also exists in confusing charges. Hence,
it is challenging to distinguish the semantics of confusing charges
and articles, and then incorporate them into the fact description to
make more accurate predictions.
To tackle the above challenges, we propose a circumstance-aware
neural framework (i.e., NeurJudge) for legal judgment prediction
to simulate the practical judgment logic and process by utilizing
circumstances of crime. According to the topological order in the
judgment process, NeurJudge utilizes the prediction results of intermediate subtasks (i.e., charge and article prediction tasks) to
separate the fact description into different circumstances. Specifically, it first separates the ADC and SEC from the fact according

to the relevant charge, and adopts the ADC to predict the corresponding article. Next, based on the predicted article, it identifies
the SSC and DSC from SEC, and utilizes them to predict the term of
penalty. In addition, to alleviate the confusing verdicts problem and
improve the performance of NeurJudge, we propose an extended
model (denoted by NeurJudge+) on the basis of NeurJudge with a
graph-based label embedding method. Particularly, we utilize the
descriptions of labels (i.e., charges and articles) to construct two
similarity graphs of labels. Then, we extract special label features
from graphs by a decomposition strategy. With the interaction
between these features and the fact description, which captures
the distinguishable components in the case, more expressive fact
representations are obtained and incorporated into NeurJudge to
improve its performance. After that, we conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of
the NeurJudge and its extension NeurJudge+ by comparing them
against state-of-the-art methods. Finally, since legal AI is a sensitive
field, we make some ethical discussion in the penultimate section.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Legal Judgment Prediction
In the early stage, many researchers focused on analyzing legal
cases based on mathematical and statistical methods [12, 24, 29]. In
recent years, with the development of the neural network, existing
researches could be mainly divided into two lines. The first line
was to utilize semantic information of law articles and charges, and
the rich legal knowledge. Among them, Luo et al. [16] proposed an
attention-based model by leveraging the semantics of law articles
for charge prediction. Wang et al. [32] studied a pairwise attention
model based on article definitions to help alleviate the label imbalance problem in law article prediction. Based on the semantics of
charge, Hu et al. [9] studied the imbalanced problem and confusing
charges in charge prediction by defining legal attributes of charge
manually. Wang et al. [31] utilized article semantics to design a hierarchical matching network for predicting relevant articles based on
the tree-shaped hierarchy where charges and articles are grouped.
Zhong et al. [44] utilized legal knowledge such as elemental trial to
give interpretable judgments. Zhou et al. [46] proposed a method
which could project the target case to several elements on the legal
knowledge graph to enhance the fact representation. Xu et al. [37]
proposed a graph distillation operation to aggregate the special
features from articles semantics for confusing charges problems.
Besides, other researchers explored how to model the judgment
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Table 1: Main mathematical notations.

process by simulating human judges. For example, Zhong et al. [43]
first explored the multiple subtasks of legal judgment and modeled
the judgment process according to the topological order of subtasks.
Yang et al. [38] further modeled the dependencies among prediction results of multiple subtasks in LJP. Ma et al. [17] predicted
the legal judgment in an encyclopedic manner by exploring the
interactions between court debates and plaintiff’s claims. Although
extensive research has been carried out on LJP, few considered the
fine-grained judgment process where judges determined verdicts
and sentencing based on different circumstances of crime.

2.2

the set of charge labels

=

c
{w 1 i ,

. . .,

c
wl i
c

Ya = {a 1, . . . , am }
s

Label Embedding

aj

=

a
{w 1 j ,

. . .,

a
wl j
a

Description

} a word sequence of the charge c i description
the set of article labels
} a word sequence of the article a j description

Yt = {t 1, . . . , t k }

the set of term of penalty labels

tz

an arbitrary non-overlapping interval

generate the semantic vectors of the text descriptions on fact, charge
labels, and article labels. Then, in the Fact Separation, we propose
a Circumstances of Crime aware F act Separation (CCFS) method
to separate fact into three parts (i.e., ADC, SSC, and DSC) based
on the vectors from document encoders. Finally, we adopt them to
corresponding subtasks to predict the judgment results.
3.2.1 Document Encoder. We design the document encoders to
generate the vector representations of the fact description, charge
labels, and article labels. Specifically, we implement two type encoders (i.e., GRU based NeurJudge and BERT based NeurJudge).
For GRU based NeurJudge, we take the bi-directional GRU [4] as
our encoder. In detail, given a word sequence of the fact description
s d , we map each word of s d into its word embedding by adopting
pre-trained word vectors,nthe word2vec
o [19], and get the word embedding sequence E d = e d1 , . . . e dl , e di ∈ Rdw , where dw is the
d
dimension of word embedding. For E d , we embed it into continuous
hidden states by Bi-GRU encoder:

CIRCUMSTANCE-AWARE NEURJUDGE

H d = Bi-GRU(E d ),
(1)
n
o
where H d = hd1 , hd2 . . . hdl
∈ Rld ×ds , ds is the double size of
d
hidden state.
For BERT based NeurJudge, we set the BERT [5] as our encoder,
and the word sequence s d as the input. Encoded by the multi-layer
self-attention structure, BERT outputs
n the contextual
o representation

Problem Definition

In this section, we show some mathematical notations and then
formulate the LJP task.
Table 1 shows the corresponding notations about the input.
Specifically, given the fact description s d , the set of charge labels
Yc , article labels Ya , and their textual definitions which offer abundant semantics, our goal is to learn a classifier ξ which is able to
predict the judgment results, including charges, articles, and terms
of penalty (i.e., {ĉ, â, tˆ} ⇐ ξ (s d , Ya , Yc )). Take the case in Figure 1
for example, based on the fact description, our ξ is to predict the
charge, article and term of penalty as Forcible Seizure, Article 267,
and an interval about two to three years, respectively.

3.2

Yc = {c 1, . . . , c n }
s ci

In this section, after formulating the LJP task as a text classification
problem, we present the details of NeurJudge which is designed
to simulate the practical judgment process with different circumstances of crime. Then, we describe an improved framework (i.e.,
NeurJudge+) for alleviating confusing verdicts problems.

3.1

a word sequence of the fact description

d

Much research existed [7, 20, 30, 40] that investigated the rich information behind class labels with label embedding methods. Among
them, Wang et al. [30] embedded words and labels in the same
latent space and designed an attention framework to measure the
compatibility between text and labels. Chai et al. [2] proposed a
framework that fed the concatenation of labels description and
texts to the classifier. Besides, a few researchers explored both label
semantics and structural relationships among labels. Specifically,
Anthony et al. [1] utilized the description of labels and structure
label spaces to solve the multi-label classification problem. Du et
al. [8, 39] constructed a co-graph by exploiting the co-occurrence
relationship among labels and used the Graph Convolutional Networks [11] to obtain label semantic representations for classing.
The above researches have recognized the importance of the semantics of labels. However, most of these methods did not focus
on the problems which have confusing semantics of labels.

3

Notation
o
n
s d = w 1d , . . . , w ld

for each context token as H d = hd1 , hd2 . . . hdl ∈ Rld ×ds , where
d
ds denotes the dimension of the last hidden layer of BERT.
Similarly, given an arbitrary charge description s c i and article
description s a j , we can obtain their hidden states H c i ∈ Rlc ×ds ,
H a j ∈ Rla ×ds .
3.2.2 Fact Separation. As we discussed before, judges focus on
different circumstances of crime for corresponding subtasks. A visualized structure between circumstances and judgment results is
shown in Figure 2(a). In the practical judgment process, judges first
choose ADC from the fact to determine verdicts, and then decide
the sentencing according to SEC which consists of SSC and DSC.
However, it is hard to represent the fact description corresponding to circumstances of crime which are located in various parts of
the fact. From the observations of Figure 2(b), we could find that
ADC is the fact which is consistent with the definition of charge. In
other words, ADC is a similar component between fact description

NeurJudge Framework

In the practical judgment process, judges determine the verdicts and
sentencing based on different circumstances of crime. To simulate
this process, we propose a NeurJudge framework by exploiting
circumstances of crime, which is shown in Figure 3(a). NeurJudge
mainly consists of two components (i.e., Document Encoder and
Fact Separation). Specifically, we employ document encoders to
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sha1_base64="S12Us1N7sPxgJSr1yaycEOw4RzY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MEKLdz5/STDWYrgJ0qiG5VSKo3I=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gPfrNRZwtXeEt/4pRbNy4B30CBg=">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</latexit>

H ĉ
<latexit sha1_base64="xwaWlqDQwy7Z1BjGq894h862cAU=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="UeDt+9VGjBvKFZCP8cvMJ8UVY/c=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="vYnGn7Tgq2XMN3z8If5Z6yQVLaY=">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</latexit>

D

+

f+

Ĥ

<latexit sha1_base64="oLmXI2ZAFOJ510yzqrD3Z68aRxA=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="CRYk27s87SM+XJPjt8z/IJeIeS8=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1S51ESyCIJTEjS6Lbly2YB/Y1pKk0xqaF8lEKKHgTtz6A271D/wTcedS/8I70xTUIjohmTPnnnMyd8YMHDvimvaaUebmFxaXssu5ldW19Y385lY98uPQYjXLd/ywaRoRc2yP1bjNHdYMQma4psMa5vBU1BvXLIxs3zvno4B1XGPg2X3bMjhR3XyhbfpOLxq5NCX98WVyMM5180WtpMmhzgI9BcXyznP1DUDFz7+gjR58WIjhgsEDJ+zAQERPCzo0BMR1kBAXErJlnWGMHHljUjFSGMQO6TugVStlPVqLzEi6LfqLQ29IThV75PFJFxIWf1NlPZbJgv0tO5GZYm8jms00yyWW44rYv3xT5X99oheOPo5lDzb1FEhGdGelKbE8FbFz9UtXnBIC4gTuUT0kbEnn9JxV6Ylk7+JsDVl/l0rBirWVamN8iF3SBes/r3MW1A9LulbSq3qxfILJyGIbu9in+zxCGWeooEbZIzzgEU/KhXKj3Cp3E6mSST0FfBvK/SeatJmo</latexit>
sha1_base64="b1mncjWWqYKeUIEUjPtG4JZlEbA=">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</latexit>

Hd

<latexit sha1_base64="Hbp9rdoU/e6S2HYDvt1u4WId09Y=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="bQnPPaQwoV6cFPq0eizZVaKFVPU=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="yrikYrZytQguYi9CdE2yFibp/Rc=">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</latexit>

Ĥ

<latexit sha1_base64="whGTNvf2yJE9DkmiNupstMdCFds=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="R3mEgPvd0+n9VvvKs4U84CbdKQI=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="Arer+o0z59UcNl/nFOAdVcwqU7A=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VhOHzEJTop9fQmscVYgE2/g6xuM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="s4ibeFbia5dvjZ5Led7cQeK3uJc=">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</latexit>

f+
<latexit sha1_base64="lDL12nRqgvnYKdgX3vXmyFO8sFk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VcZc4FSDpNcSz1gLCtEMTf29qL4=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VLwaRu5ki701nyxTcfRJd2Oedtw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sWmZjnJ7aIgpcp1oyzqwmZnllCA=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="/ewZofwYT802yFXivNLpWTLjxb8=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="OHFM86RPyR7+EEeZ0av4RNDFZZU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="whGTNvf2yJE9DkmiNupstMdCFds=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf0S7dBIvgqiRudFl002UF+8C2ljymNZgXyUQIoeBO3PoDbvWLxD/Qv/DOmIJaRCdk5sy595yZO9eKPDfhuv5aUhYWl5ZXyquVtfWNzS11e6eThGlss7YdemHcs8yEeW7A2tzlHutFMTN9y2Nd6/pUxLs3LE7cMDjnWcSGvjkJ3LFrm5yokVodWKHnJJlPS96cXubOtDJSa3pdl0ObB0YBaihGK1RfMICDEDZS+GAIwAl7MJHQ14cBHRFxQ+TExYRcGWeYokLalLIYZZjEXtM8oV2/YAPaC89Eqm06xaM/JqWGfdKElBcTFqdpMp5KZ8H+5p1LT3G3jFar8PKJ5bgi9i/dLPO/OlELxxjHsgaXaookI6qzC5dUvoq4ufalKk4OEXECOxSPCdtSOXtnTWoSWbt4W1PG32SmYMXeLnJTvItbUoONn+2cB53DuqHXjTOj1jgpWl3GLvZwQP08QgNNtNAm7wyPeMKzcqHcKnfK/WeqUio0VXwbysMH1y6Xfg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="R3mEgPvd0+n9VvvKs4U84CbdKQI=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="Arer+o0z59UcNl/nFOAdVcwqU7A=">AAACzXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrbp0M1gEV2XGjS4FN11WsA9sa5lHWofOi0lGGIaCO/Er3OoXiX+gf+FNnIJaRDNMcnLuPSe5SezY97gwjNeStrS8srpWXq9sVDe3tms71Q6P0sRhbSfyo6RnW5z5XsjawhM+68UJswLbZ117ei7j3VuWcC8KL0UWs2FgTUJv7DmWIGpU2xvYke/yLKAhb86uc3dWGdXqRsNQTV8EZgHqKForqr1gABcRHKQIwBBCEPZhgdPXhwkDMXFD5MQlhDwVZ5ihQtqUshhlWMROqZ/QrF+wIc2lJ1dqh1bx6U9IqeOQNBHlJYTlarqKp8pZsr9558pT7i2j0S68AmIFboj9SzfP/K9O1iIwxqmqwaOaYsXI6pzCJVWnIneuf6lKkENMnMQuxRPCjlLOz1lXGq5ql2drqfibypSsnDtFbop3uUu6YPPndS6CznHDNBrmhYEy9nGAI7rGE5yhiRbaZJnhEU941q60O+3+8ylopeJN7OJb0x4+AEwAlj0=</latexit>
sha1_base64="VhOHzEJTop9fQmscVYgE2/g6xuM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="s4ibeFbia5dvjZ5Led7cQeK3uJc=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="6EbkLIRrSqhj6WQlNWLSuV9bMqM=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="whGTNvf2yJE9DkmiNupstMdCFds=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="R3mEgPvd0+n9VvvKs4U84CbdKQI=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="Arer+o0z59UcNl/nFOAdVcwqU7A=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VhOHzEJTop9fQmscVYgE2/g6xuM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="s4ibeFbia5dvjZ5Led7cQeK3uJc=">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</latexit>
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3.2.3 Prediction and Training. With the prediction for charges
and articles (i.e., Eq. (3) and Eq. (9)), we consider the term of penalty
−
prediction based on SSC vectors f −
+ and DSC vectors f − as:

−
ŷ t = softmax W t [f −
(10)
+; f −] + bt ,

P1
P2

c1

L=−

j=1

λj

|Yj |
Õ



y j,k log ŷ j,k ,

c3

c1

c3

c4

c3

c4

c5

c4

c5

(a)

(11)

c1

P5

P1:Criminal Law

(b)

(c)

P2:Infringing upon citizens right

P3:Obstructing the administration of public order

P4:Disturbing public order

P5:Disrupting supervision ;

c1:Intentional injury

c2:Kidnapping

c4:Affray

c5:Retaliation against witnesses

c3:Provocative and disturbing acts

Figure 4: The charge similarity graph construction.

k =1

first connect all children labels to construct a fully-connected graph
with charge labels, as shown in Figure 4(b). Then, we calculate
the weight between two nodes by cosine similarity based on their
word embeddings. Finally, to focus on the most similar charges, we
remove the edges with weights less than a predefined threshold
τ (See Figure 4(c)). We could get the article similarly graph in the
same way. To get the representations about the two graphs, based
on the Document Encoder which is described in the Section NeurJudge, we could get an arbitrary charge or article vectors H c i /H a j .
After applying the per-dimension mean-pooling operation to obtain
hc i /ha j , respectively, we stack all hc i /ha j by column and obtain
the original charge features G c = hc 1 , . . . , hc n ∈ Rn×ds , and the

original article features G a = ha1 , . . . , ham ∈ Rm×ds , where c i
is the charge node and a j is the article node.

where Yj denotes the number of labels for subtask j, and λ j is the
weight factor which is the hyperparameter for each subtask.

3.3

P4

c5

whereW t and b t are the parameters to learn, and “ ; ” represents the
concatenate operation. To train this model, we use cross-entropy
loss function for each subtask and take the weighted sum as an
overall loss by:
3
Õ

P3

c2

c2

c2

NeurJudge+

By utilizing the prediction result of intermediate subtasks (i.e.,
charge and article prediction tasks), NeurJudge is modeled to deal
with the problem of predicting judgment results effectively. Nevertheless, there exist several confusing verdicts (i.e., charges and
articles) which affect the result of the intermediate subtasks and further limit the whole performance of NeurJudge. Therefore, to solve
this problem, inspired by [15], we design an extension which could
alleviate the confusing verdicts problem on the basis of NeurJudge.
We denote this model by NeurJudge+ and its structure includes
both Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(a) (i.e., NeurJudge). Specifically, in
NeurJudge+, we firstly construct two similarity graphs of labels
which are built to aggregate confusing charges and articles, respectively. Then, we propose a Graph-based Label Embedding (GLE)
method consisting of Graph Decomposition Operation (GDO) and
Label-to-Fact (L2F) attention, which is shown in Figure 3(c). Particularly, GDO extracts label features distinguished from other similar
labels on label similarity graphs. And L2F attention interacts label
features with fact vectors to capture the distinguishable components of a case to enhance the final fact representation. Finally,
we incorporate this representation into NeurJudge to improve the
performance of charge and article prediction.

3.3.2 Graph Decomposition Operation. Given two graphs about G c and G a , we adopt graph decomposition operation to extract
special features of labels from these two graphs. Different from
Graph Convolutional Networks [11] which may lead to the over
smoothing issue [13] where the aggregated node representations
would become indistinguishable especially in our similarity graphs,
our GDO focuses on learning the special features of neighboring
nodes. When aggregating feature information of neighboring nodes
into the central node, we remove similar features between nodes
and then utilize the dissimilar one to enrich the representation
of the central node inspired by Xu et al. [37]. Here, we adopt the
V ector Rejection operation to get similar and dissimilar features
among nodes. Specifically, for an arbitrary charge node c i in G c
at the lt h layer, the information aggregation from neighbors is as
follows:
cj
c
Õ д(v (li) , v (l ) )
v c(li+1) = v c(li) −
,
(12)
|Ni |

3.3.1 Graph Construct Layer. To alleviate the confusing verdicts problems, a straightforward way is to enhance the interaction
between verdicts labels and case facts by label embedding methods.
As the representations between similar labels are often indistinguishable, the key is to obtain the special label features by removing
the similar components and retaining the dissimilar between labels. Therefore, it is significant to design a strategy to find which
labels are similar. An intuitive way is to exploit the tree-shaped
structure in Criminal Law of the civil law system [31]. We could
consider that the children labels from the same parent label are
similar. However, we find that this method ignores the relationship
among the children labels from different parents. Therefore, based
on the tree structure, we extend it into the graph structure to model
the relationship between confusing charge and article labels.
Specifically, we set the charge similarly graph as an example,
which is shown in Figure 4. There exists a hierarchical tree structure
among both criminal category (denoted by P) and detailed charges
(denoted by c) in Figure 4(a). On the basis of the tree structure, we

c j ∈N i
v ci

· vcj cj
v ,
(13)
· vcj
ci
where v (l ) ∈ Rds represents the vector of c i at the lt h layer. Specifii
cally, we set hc i as v c(1)
which is the representation in the first layer.
Ni represents the neighbors set of c i . The result of д is viewed as
the similar component between v c i and v c j . And is tav c(li+1) ken
д v ci , v

cj 

=

vcj

as the dissimilar component between v c(li) and its neighbors. After
GDO with L layers, we output a charge node representation of the
last layer (i.e., v c(L)i ) which is the special features of c i . Similarly, we
could get an article node representation v a(L)i .
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Table 2: The statistics of datasets.

Dataset
CAIL-small
#Training Set Cases
108,619
#Test Set Cases
26,120
#Law Articles
99
#Charges
115
#Term of Penalty
11

data processing, referring to Zhong et al. [43], we first filter out infrequent charges and law articles and only keep those with frequencies greater than 100, and divide the terms into non-overlapping
intervals. Besides, there are some cases with multiple charges and
articles in real-world scenarios, which increases the complexity of
judgment prediction. As our model aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of adopting circumstances of crime and be consistent with
state-of-the-art methods, we filter out these multi-label samples.
The detailed statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 2.

CAIL-big
1,593,982
185,721
118
129
11

1.0

3.3.3 L2F Attention Layer. Next, inspired by [25, 41], we employ the L2F attention to alleviate confusing verdicts problems It
recognizes the fact words which have the closest relation to one
of the labels. Specifically, for charge labels, we first get attended
fact vectors h̃

dc

100
0.8

the special charge features V c(L) = v c(L)1 , . . . , v c(L)n :
h̃

dc

= α H d , ĥ

dc

= β Hd ,

dc

(15)
(16)

β = softmax(maxcol (H d W β V (L) )),

80%

Articles

0.2

100%

Charges

Articles

(b) The similarity of charges and articles in CAIL-small

Data Analysis. We deeply analyze the CAIL-small dataset in Figure 5 for revealing several supportive observations of our model.
Here, we first randomly sample 100 cases from CAIL-small and label
which sentences refer to the ADC, SSC, and DSC, as there exist
no corresponding labeled data. We show the relative position of
various circumstances of crime in case facts in Figure 5(a). Among
them, the 0% in the horizontal axis represents the beginning of
cases and 100% represents the ending, and the vertical axis denotes
the number of cases. The yellow, green, and pink represent the
ADC, SSC, and DSC related sentences in fact description, respectively. The gray areas are elements that bore less relationship to the
fact (e.g., “time” and “place”). For example, a yellow area located
in 20%-45% of a certain case means the position of ADC is in the
case description of between 20% and 45%. From this figure, it is
evident that case facts mainly consists of circumstances of crime,
and the position of circumstances in case fact is not fixed. This
observation guides us that it is significant to design a strategy that
could represent the fact description corresponding to various circumstances of crime. Besides, we utilize the TF-IDF [23] to extract
features of charges description, and calculate the cosine similarity
between charges based on these features. Figure 5(b) shows the
results where the color changes from purple to pink while the value
of cosines similarity decreases. From the figure, we could find that
many charges are similar and confusing. These observations once
again prove that similar charges could not be easily distinguished,
and it is necessary to obtain special charge features. Furthermore,
the result of articles similarity has the same analysis.

dc

3.3.4 Prediction in NeurJudge+. NeurJudge+ could alleviate
the confusing verdicts problems by enhancing the task-specific
representation of fact on charge and article prediction. Therefore,
we employ the above mixed semantic vectors to predict the two
subtasks. Specifically, we replace hd with [hdc ; hd ] in Eq. (3), and
replace f + with [hda ; f + ] in Eq. (9), where “ ; ” represents the
concatenate operation. After that, we could train NeurJudge+ by
minimizing the same objective function in Eq. (11).

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, to demonstrate the effectiveness of NeurJudge, we
first compare our NeurJudge and NeurJudge+ with some baselines
and their variants on two real-world datasets. Then, we make some
interpretation assessments of models.

4.1

60%

Figure 5: Data analysis in CAIL-small.

across the column. Then, we concatenate h̃ and ĥ to get charge
label aware fact representation hdc ∈ R2ds . Similarly, we can get
hda ∈ R2ds for article.

4

40%

(a) The relative position of different
circumstances in case facts.

where W α ∈ Rds ∗ds , W β ∈ Rds ∗ds , and maxcol is performed
dc

20%

Relative position of Circumstances

where α ∈ Rld and β ∈ Rld are attention vectors which are based
on the original features and the special one, respectively, and they
are defined as:

cT

0.6

0.4

0%

based on

T

40

0

(14)

α = softmax(maxcol (H d W α G c ),

60

20

according to the original charge features G c which

aims to mitigate losses the semantics
n of labels, and
o ĥ

Charges

Cases

80

4.2

Baseline Methods

To evaluate the performance of our model on LJP, we adopt three
representative types of baselines. First, we compare GRU based
NeurJudge to some baselines on the basis of CNN or RNN, and
other traditional methods:
• Word2Vec+SVM employs the word2vec [19] to represent
word features and utilizes SVM [28] for text classification.
• FLA [16] is an attention-based neural network to model the
interaction between fact descriptions and applicable laws.

Dataset Description

We conduct our experiments on publicly available datasets of the
Chinese AI and Law challenge (CAIL2018) which is composed of
two datasets (i.e., CAIL-small and CAIL-big) [36]. CAIL2018 contains
criminal cases published by the Supreme People’s Court. Each case
includes two parts about fact description and corresponding judgment results (i.e., charges, law articles, and terms of penalty). For
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Table 3: Judgment prediction results on CAIL-small (GRU based NeurJudge).
Methods

Charges

Law Articles

Terms of Penalty

Acc

MP

MR

F1

Acc

MP

MR

F1

Acc

MP

MR

F1

SVM+word2vec
FLA
TOPJUDGE
Few-Shot
LADAN
CPTP

83.37
84.72
86.48
88.15
88.28
—

80.78
83.71
84.23
87.51
86.36
—

77.30
73.75
78.39
80.57
80.54
—

78.25
75.04
80.15
81.98
82.11
—

84.17
85.63
87.28
88.44
88.78
—

80.74
83.46
85.81
86.76
85.15
—

75.96
73.83
76.25
77.93
79.45
—

77.09
74.92
78.24
79.51
80.97
—

33.00
35.04
38.43
39.62
38.13
39.16

25.56
33.91
35.67
37.13
34.04
37.06

25.11
27.14
32.15
30.93
31.22
33.82

22.50
24.79
31.31
31.61
30.20
33.79

NeurJudge
NeurJudge+

88.89
89.92

86.96
87.76

85.42
86.75

85.73
86.96

89.71
90.37

86.68
87.22

83.92
85.82

84.97
86.13

41.03
41.65

39.52
40.44

36.82
37.20

36.35
37.27

Table 4: Judgment prediction results on CAIL-big (GRU based NeurJudge).
Methods

Charges

Law Articles

Terms of Penalty

Acc

MP

MR

F1

Acc

MP

MR

F1

Acc

MP

MR

F1

SVM+word2vec
FLA
TOPJUDGE
Few-Shot
LADAN
CPTP

92.09
93.01
93.19
93.24
93.26
—

82.26
76.56
79.44
80.59
81.21
—

65.28
72.75
75.52
76.62
77.65
—

69.06
72.94
75.50
76.89
77.60
—

92.62
93.51
93.24
93.74
93.27
—

77.92
74.94
74.24
78.51
75.10
—

61.03
70.40
71.19
73.79
72.04
—

64.29
70.70
70.40
74.18
71.26
—

46.73
54.29
53.52
54.54
53.62
55.51

28.98
38.39
44.58
39.09
41.52
47.20

20.92
29.34
30.41
33.36
37.53
33.36

20.91
30.85
30.61
33.48
36.06
36.02

NeurJudge
NeurJudge+

95.33
95.57

84.03
85.57

77.54
78.81

78.31
80.54

95.46
95.58

81.30
82.01

75.37
77.05

76.20
78.05

55.29
57.07

44.12
47.65

35.30
40.01

36.11
41.18

• TOPJUDGE [43] is a topological multi-task learning model
that captures the dependencies among subtasks in LJP.
• Few-Shot [9] is an attribute-attentive model to alleviate
confusing charge issues, which utilizes the charge attributes
to enhance the fact representation.
• LADAN [37] is an attention-based model to distinguish
confusing verdicts with a graph distillation operator to learn
differences between confusing law articles.
• CPTP [3] is a charge-based term of penalty prediction with
deep gating networks which filters and aggregates chargespecified information gradually.

• NeurJudge-GCN replaces GDO with GCN [11] in NeurJudge+ to demonstrate the effectiveness of GDO.
• NeurJudge-Att expresses NeurJudge with L2F attention,
which removes the GDO component of NeurJudge+.

4.3

Experimental Setup

For methods based on CNN or RNN, we first employ THULAC [27]
for word segmentation as the descriptions of facts are written by
Chinese with no space. Afterward, we adopt the word2vec [19] to
pre-train word embeddings with embedding size 200. Meanwhile,
we set the maximum document length to 350, all hidden size to 150.
For methods based on BERT, we adopt the pre-trained model of
Chinese which was trained by Cui et al. [5] and set the maximum
document length to 500 tokens. For all methods, the weights λ j are
set as 1, and the number of spreading layers in GDO is set as 2. For
training, the learning rate of the Adam optimizer [10] is initialized
as 10−3 . We utilize PyTorch [21] to implement the proposed model
and train it on a server with 2×V100 GPU, and train every model
for 16 epochs with batch size 128. Finally, we employ accuracy
(Acc), macro-precision (MP), macro-recall (MR), and macro-F1 (F1)
as evaluation metrics to evaluate the final model2 .

Then, we choose BERT and its variants which are compared with
BERT based NeurJudge as follows:
• BERT [6] is known as a language representation built on
the deep bidirectional transformers. It outperforms state-ofthe-art models on a wide-range of NLP tasks. As we make experiments in Chinese datasets, we use Chinese BERT trained
by [5] as our baseline method.
• BERT-Crime [45] is a variant of BERT, which is pre-trained
with crime data.
Finally, to further validate the performance of each component in
our model, we also design some simplified variants, including:

4.4

• NeurJudge-Mtl is a typical multi-task learning model which
makes predictions for all subtasks simultaneously.
−
+
• NeurJudge-ADC replaces [f −
+ ; f − ] with f in Eq. (10) to
predict the term of penalty, which ignores the influence of
sentencing circumstance.

Experimental Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our NeurJudge and NeurJudge+,
we compare them with other state-of-the-art methods and their
variants on charge, article, and term of penalty tasks.
2 https://github.com/bigdata-ustc/NeurJudge
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Figure 6: Results of NeurJudge and its variants of CAIL-small on four metrics (GRU based NeurJudge).
Table 5: Judgment prediction results on CAIL-small (BERT
based NeurJudge).
Methods
BERT
BERT-Crime
NeurJudge
NeurJudge+

Charges

with CAIL-small, and the results are shown in Table 5. From the
above observations, we could find BERT performs well on LJP tasks
while behaves worse than our models, which further validates the
effectiveness of our proposed models.

Law Articles Terms of Penalty

Acc

F1

Acc

F1

Acc

F1

90.68
91.26
92.74
92.91

87.69
87.81
90.60
90.89

90.81
91.30
92.60
92.64

86.06
85.70
88.33
88.75

40.37
40.90
42.69
43.81

34.09
34.65
37.90
39.76

4.4.2 Comparison against variants of NeurJudge. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of the CCFS and GLE components by
comparing NeurJudge and NeurJudge+ with their variants on CAILsmall. First, we make some degeneration on NeurJudge to affirm the
effectiveness of CCFS which separates the fact into different circumstances of crime to predict the corresponding subtasks. Specifically,
we compare NeurJudge with NeurJudge-Mtl and NeurJudge-ADC,
and relevant performances are shown in Figure 6. NeurJudge-Mtl
removes the Fact Separation component, which adopts the fact
representation hd to predict all three subtasks. We could observe
that NeurJudge-Mtl shows a poor performance than other methods,
which demonstrates the necessity of applying different circumstances to corresponding subtasks. Comparing with NeurJudge,
−
+
NeurJudge-ADC replaces [f +
− ; f − ] with f in Eq. (10), which ignores the influence of sentencing circumstance and only adopts
ADC to predict terms of penalty. Obviously, it performs badly, especially at the term of penalty prediction, which further validates
that the significance of separating circumstances of crime.
Besides, in order to verify that our proposed GLE could extract
the special label features effectively, we design NeurJudge-Att and
NeurJudge-GCN, and adopt them to compare with NeurJudge+ on
CAIL-small. Specifically, we first design NeurJudge-Att method
which removes the GDO and utilizes the L2F attention operation to
re-encode the fact. As shown in Figure 6, we could find it performs
worse than NeurJudge+ which affirms the significance of GDO.
Next, we project NeurJudge-GCN method which substitutes GCN
operation for GDO, and it performs the worst. It further demonstrates the GDO could effectively extract the special label features
on label similarity graphs where the features of adjacent nodes are
similar, and alleviate the over smoothing issue which is a serious
problem in GCN.

4.4.1 Comparison against baselines. Specifically, we first compare our methods based on the GRU encoder with some baselines
and the results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. We could find our
proposed NeurJudge and NeurJudge+ consistently yields the best
performance among all methods on two datasets. NeurJudge relatively improves over the best baseline LADAN in F1-score by 4.59%
and 1.90% on average of three subtasks in CAIL-small/big, respectively. Furthermore, NeurJudge+ improves by 5.69% and 4.95%. To
be special, from the results, we could get the following observations.
(1) SVM+word2vec does not perform as well as all deep learning
based models. We guess a possible reason is it fails to model the
deep interactions between facts and labels. (2) FLA has poor performance because FLA is a two-stage model, which may lead the
error propagation. (3) TOPJUDGE models the judgment process
by utilizing the topological order of subtasks. And our NeurJudge
beats it, which indicates that NeurJudge utilizes the fine-grained
judgment process more effectively by focusing on different circumstances of crime for corresponding subtasks. (4) Comparing
with the state-of-the-art method on the term of penalty prediction
(i.e., CPTP), NeurJudge improves 2.56% and NeurJudge+ improves
3.48% on F1-score in CAIL-small, indicating the effectiveness of our
method on simulating human judges further. (5) NeurJudge+ performs better than Few-Shot, LADAN, and NeurJudge. We believe
the reason is that our proposed extension (i.e., GLE) could better
extract the discriminative fact features. (6) The F1-score of all methods in CAIL-big dataset is worse than it in CAIL-small while the
accuracy is better, which is because the training data of CAIL-big
is highly imbalanced.
Next, we compare NeurJudge and NeurJudge+ based on the
BERT encoder with BERT and its variants. As the trained cases
in CAIL-big have reached 1,593,982 and training BERT on this
dataset could be prohibitively costly, we conduct this experiment

4.5

Case Study

We provide a qualitative analysis of NeurJudge and NeurJudge+.
First, NeurJudge adopts the CCFS method to separate the fact vector
into three parts (i.e., ADC vectors, SSC vectors, and DSC vectors).
In order to intuitive see the difference among the above vectors,
we visualize these features spaces using t-SNE [18] in Figure 7.
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SSC

Case example of 𝜶 for charge :

DSC

After hearing, our court identified that the defendant Bob was in the car driven by Tommy at night.
They were ready to fight with someone. When driving to XX Hotel, Tommy saw his friend David
standing by the roadside and invited him to get in the car. Tommy handed a single barrel shotgun to
David. Bob, who sit next to David, took the shotgun from David to play. He touched the trigger and
injured Tommy‘s waist. After identification, Tommy was inflicted serious injury that his left kidney
was broken.

Case example of 𝜷 for charge :

(a) Word embedding

After hearing, our court identified that the defendant Bob was in the car driven by Tommy at night.
They were ready to fight with someone. When driving to XX Hotel, Tommy saw his friend David
standing by the roadside and invited him to get in the car. Tommy handed a single barrel shotgun to
David. Bob, who sit next to David, took the shotgun from David to play. He touched the trigger and
injured Tommy‘s waist. After identification, Tommy was inflicted serious injury that his left kidney
was broken.

(b) ADC vectors

Case example of 𝜶 for article :
After hearing, our court identified that the defendant Tommy, together with Bob, and David, stopped
the victim Jack who was riding a Felt bicycle on a dirt road north of XX village. After getting out of
the bicycle, the three beat the victim Jack. Later, Tommy and David snatched away the bicycle that
the victim Jack was riding.

Case example of 𝜷 for article :
After hearing, our court identified that the defendant Tommy, together with Bob, and David, stopped
the victim Jack who was riding a Felt bicycle on a dirt road north of XX village. After getting out of
the bicycle, the three beat the victim Jack. Later, Tommy and David snatched away the bicycle that
the victim Jack was riding.

(c) SSC vectors

(d) DSC vectors

Figure 8: Attention visualizations of GLE.

Figure 7: T-SNE visualizations of fact vectors.
or the system is not intended to replace offline criminal litigation,
nor is it to replace the independent judgment of judicial personnel.
It is assistance for human judges, which can help judges adopt the
relevant law articles quickly and play a huge role in ensuring the
principle of “treating like cases alike” [22, 26].
As mentioned before, the judgment prediction is an emerging
technology and there exist some risks at its exploratory stage. The
goal of our algorithm is to give the charge, article and term of
penalty of cases, but whether the algorithm makes appropriate
analysis of cases remains doubtful. Judges need to check the judgment results from algorithms [35].

Specifically, we visualize the case which is illustrated in Figure 1.
The yellow points in Figure 7 represent the circumstances related
words which are highlighted with yellow in Figure 1, similar to
the green and the pink. Figure 7(a) shows the word embedding
space of these circumstances, as we can see, words in it are highly
fragmented. After the fact separation for verdicts, we could find
the words about ADC (the yellow) are gathered together in Figure
7(b). Next, we separate sentencing circumstances further. From the
observations of Figure 7(c-d), SSC and DSC vectors can be separated
and gathered obviously. The above visualizations demonstrate that
NeurJudge could well separate different circumstances of facts.
Next, to intuitively verify that the extension (i.e., GLE) extracts
special features effectively, we visualize attention vectors α and β
(i.e., Eq. (15-16)) in Figure 8, where the darker a word is, the higher
the attention weight it gets. We choose two case examples for charge
and article, respectively, each of them has α and β visualizations.
Specifically, for the first case, its actual charge label is crime of
negligence causing serious injury. However, the α vector only
focuses on words like “shotgun” and “injured”, while the β assigns
heavier weights to “play” additionally which shows the shooting
is negligent. Similarly, in the second example, its actual article
label is Article 263 which describes the violation of the health and
property rights. As we can see, the α vector does not focus on the
word “beat” which shows the violent acts, but the β does. From the
above observations, our GLE could well extract the special label
features and capture the distinguishable components in the fact for
charge and article prediction.

5

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a circumstance-aware framework (i.e.,
NeurJudge) which simulated the judgment process to improve the
performance of LJP. To be specific, by utilizing the results of intermediate subtasks, NeurJudge employed CCFS to separate the
fact into different circumstances and utilized the representations
of these circumstances to predict corresponding tasks. In addition,
to address confusing verdicts issues, we designed an extension
on the basis of NeurJudge denoted by NeurJudge+. Particularly,
with the interaction between the extracted label features from the
label similarity graphs and the fact description, more expressive
fact representations have been incorporated into NeurJudge to
make more accurate predictions. Extensive experiments on two
real-world datasets demonstrated the superiority of NeurJudge and
NeurJudge+. Finally, we made ethical discussions of our work since
the sensitivity and particularity of Legal AI.

ETHICAL DISCUSSION
7

Since the results of legal judgment involves the practicality of the
litigant, and LegalAI is an emerging but sensitive technology, there
are certain ethical concerns worth discussing.
Although NeurJudge and NeurJudge+ have achieved excellent
performance on real datasets, it is still worth noting that the method
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